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With the theme American Made Warwick took his Oliver crawler
which pleased President and commentator Trevor Oliver.

In all Convid 19 has disrupted arrangements with 3 rallies having to be cancelled
due to the virus but the originally assigned numbering has been retained to preserve
the sequence so this May 2022 one has remained number 119 .
In the case of cancelled rally No 118 planned for Nov last November the plaques had already been cast featuring
American made. The theme being a good one and with exibitors already having prepared their exhibits in anticipation it was
decided to carry the theme over to rally No 119 .This left the plaques unused so to minimise the outlay and for those wanting
to have a full set they are available with a small auxillary badge to go at the bottom advising this rally was a virus victim .
Crowds Saturday was good but I got the impression they were a little bit down on Sunday but that gave the chance to wander
around a bit and catch up with old friends that had not been seen for a couple of years so it made for a very social event for the
exhibitors.
The number of people watching the Grand Parade gives a good idea of the
attendance .
Grand Parade The plan was for American made vehicles to go first but on
Saturday only about 10 , mostly Mac trucks carting Caterpillar bulldozers, and a
few tractors were ready on time as getting them lined up was like herding cats , we
know the feeling it just does not work .

Sunday they ran in the order they arrived with
the American made ones getting special mention
by the commentator which seemed to work very
well.
Weather behaved itself this time with the rain
on Friday being replaced by cloudy skies and
very little wind avoiding the usual wind chill
factor although in places the ground was a little
bit soft particularly in front of the ploughing
engine shed .
Andrew Fairweather doing a bit of shovelling
before resorting to putting in the pin
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Ploughing Engine I arrived about midday to see the Science Works ploughing engines nose poking out of it’s shed which
puzzle me a bit since it is usually in steam by then especially since our MSTEC team went down there the day before to get it
out. I was soon confronted by a few sheepish looking faces who announced the engine had dropped the plug . Now it is the
enginemans greatest loss of face to melt a fusible plug since
it is usually associated with letting the water level in the
The Fusible Plug is typically a bronze plug threaded on one
boiler get dangerously low so just what went wrong ?
end around ¾ inch BSP and a
Now we all know the greatest responsibility of operating a
boiler is to always ensure the boiler has a safe amount of
water in it.To this end the low mark on the glass of the water
level gauge is always arranged to correspond to still having
several inches of water covering the top of the fire box so it
never can overheat . By all reports there was plenty of water
in the boiler and in fact the plug dropped before any pressure
was buit up so the temp was obviously no higher than 100
deg C . Adding to the mystery it was a new plug as it is good
practice to periodically replace them as the alloy can corrode
and scale and soot build up on them raising their effective
temperature .
Anyway the offending plug was passed around the lunch
table amid much speculation of just what happened when I
noticed a tiny little F stamped at the end of the 200 deg
melting point. Yes no one was to blame the plug did just
what it was designed to do , letting go just before boiling
temperature of 212 deg Fahrenheit was reached. Just where
the new plug came from remains a mystery so there was no
one to blame as they come in a wide range of temperatures
this one was probably for a compressed air system. That
settled it was soon tinned and had the correct alloy poured
in , thanks to Ken Mcleod and his vintage machine shop, and
the engine back in action for the Sunday.

hexagon for a spanner on the other
end . The plug is drilled right
through about 8 mm dia and this
hole has a low melting point tin alloy
poured into it to seal it off.

The plug is usually screwed into the hottest part of the boiler
which is the top plate of the engine’s fire box and extends
through it and into the water space above . In this way as long
Steam Whistle blowing competitions seem to be a feature
as there is water around the low melting point alloy , usually
of Saturday night at Goldsmith . Of course during the day
around 200 deg Centigrade is kept cool enough to stay solid.
there is always the occassional toot of a traction engine
In the event of running out of water the fusible plug is
whistle or Ooo Raaa Gooo of a Klakson but it really does not uncovered so looses the cooling effect of the water and with
start until well after dark. Just when people are settling down the lower end still exposed to the heat of the fire the low
the peace will be shattered by a great blast of some enormous melting point alloy runs out allowing the steam to squirt into
steam whistle usually mounted high above the roof of some
the firebox smothering the fire while reducing the pressure and
shed and suppled by an enormous boiler specially stoked up alerting all around to the danger thereby averting the
to full pressure. Then it is on for one and all a great
possibility of an explosion
crescendo of whistles and sirens of all notes and volumes
It is the ultimate Safety Device.
blasting away all around the site .

Outback Towns It reminds me of test trips to
Bourke in northern NSW where all houses backed
onto lanes for ’ night cart’ access. Their back yards
where enclosed by high corrugated iron fences,
vertical of course so nobody could climb in, and
usually containing several hyperactive blue healer
dogs. Now the short cut back to our motel from the
pub was up one of these lanes and just for the benefit
of my city colleagues the urge to run a stick along the
corrugated iron could not be resisted . Well that was
it ! A great barking and snarling would erupt from the other side of the fence that set off all
the dogs in the town . You could hear the wave of yapping propagating around the suburbs
of the town and across the river, eventually returning back to the trigger point only to set off
the original dogs again , by now having their steam back once more . And so it seemed with
the Goldsmith steam Whistles. As for my city colleagues they were not to be seen having
high tailed it back to the motel as fast as they could in fear of being torn to bits.

The Search One particularly
distinctive siren seemed to
have come from the region of
sheds at the N.E. side of the
grounds so at the end of the
rally I decided to investigate to
see if I could track it down.
My search lead me past Darren
Guys shed No 40 where a lone
vertical steam engine was still
running enveloped in wisps of
steam . It’s interesting
proportions and unusual
construction attracted my
attention so I stopped for a
closer look.
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The loan engine running steadilly and
silently in a cloud of steam .
There was no information board but it’s most
prpominant feature was its cast frame similar to that
of our Robson dry dock engine.
Then I noticed the makers name , in raised letters, in
the seperately cast base. L.B.COULSELL ,
MELBOURNE

Not knowing anything
about this local engine I
searched the internet
with the only thing
coming up was an
article in TOMM # 180
by Peter Evans from
this I gathered :-

Steam for the Coulsell was being supplied from a skillion at
the rear of shed
Looking up here was
the source of all the
noise a couple of
steam whistles and an
impressive steam siren
on a pipe leading
down to a boiler
It was a Miller Bros ,
Sth Melb oil fired
boiler
simmering away
at 110 psi..

I then noticed a brass
plaque on the boiler
so stepped forward
for a closer look.

L.B.Coulsell ( 1858 to 1916 ) spent his life in the North
Melb area and ran a small engineering works concentrating
on meat processing machines for the butchering trade .
With the introduction of tariff protection for steam engines
after federation his line soon extended to small single
cylinder engines and boilers for general purpose use which
also enabled him to now supply complete steam powered
butchery plants.
Typically of his engines
was a frame, of steam
hammer type , mounted on a
separate base with individual
bearing blocks and overhung
crank . This bolt together
construction of smaller casting
with mostly flat surfaces and a
flywheel with unmachined rim.
suggests a workshop with
minimal machining capability
although quite a bit of
equipment was made including
a number of boilers.
Main production was between
1900 to 1914 but it fluctuated with changes to tariff
protection and gold
mining fortunes . It was
all folded up by 1916
with the death of the
owner and removal of
tariffs. Few engines are
know to existing all in
the range of 4 to 6 inch
bore including Hayden
Sharpe’s at MSTEC
shed 6 and Andrew
Forbes‘s at his Kerridale
Museum .
And now of course
Darren Guy’s
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Large Steam Whistle For Sale
This is approximately 25 inches high, and
about 3 inches diameter, set up with all fittings, and
operates well, with a
very deep ‘thunder
roll’ note. I haven’t
decided on a price
yet, but those
dimensions make it a
pretty serious piece of
kit so make an offer.
The plaque proclaiming the shed and
it’s boiler was formally commissioned by
THE HONORABLE MATHEW GUY
Minister for planning on 3 rd Nov 2012 .
Of course that is Darren’s brother so
some wag could not resist suggesting this
would be a good place for anyone
needing some hot air and noise to visit !
On the subject of steam whistles here
is the Daddy of them all for sale.
Certainly a great opportunity for some
competition at Goldsmith .

Thanks for your
help, and I look
forward to hearing
from you.
Regards
Robert Isdale.
07 3350 2874

Sheds . There is always a slow turnover of
sheds however with the lockdown there has
been a bit of a holdup so quite a few are up
for sale or in the process of being set up by
new occupants , often in quite a different
theme to the previous occupants , meaning
there was plenty of new things to see.
Clive Phillip’s shed # 68 is a good
example . Out with the antique portable
steam engine and industrial shoe making
machinery and in with the vintage petrol
heads.
Inside was totally transformed as a
mechanics vintage hot rod and
motor bike workshop
Outside Clive's old shed . Bob from
Bendigo set up his immaculately restored
Rolls Royce Merlin aero engine

Every time he fired it
up the crowds
galloped down so as
not to miss it .
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Dry Stone Walling , Everyone knows this art was well developed in the
volcanic country West of Melbourne but may not know it still lives on , in
a more modern form at Goldsmith now in the art of Rusty Machinery
Walling. Each piece is carefully selected to interlock with those around it
and the wall topped off with longer items tying it all together as with
copping stones.
Those in shed 80 with idle moments, enjoyed themselves trying
to identify exactly what each item was . How did you get on ?
Earthmoving Equipment and wind turbines bathed in a Golden
light as the sun sets on a very enjoyable No 119 Goldsmith
Steam Rally.
Next rally a little bit
earlier than usual
being October 29 th
and 30 th to take
advantage of the
following Melbourne
cup holidays of 1 & 2
Nov making it a 4 day
long week end so
things should be a bit
more relaxed avoiding
the need to pack up
and rush off Sunday
afternoon .
This will be rally
# 120 featuring
Vintage ploughing.

Stockyard Hill Wind Farm Those who have not been to Goldsmith for a while would have noticed the
paddocks immediately north of the rally grounds are now bristling with windmills . ( obvious in the above photo ) This is just
part of the Stockyard Hill wind farm of wind turbines , transmission lines and connecting tracks spread over the paddocks
between Beaufort and Skipton in 4 major clusters and 3 minor ones making it one of the biggest in Australia. The 149 giant
turbines have a tip height of an incredible 180 metre above ground level resulting in improved efficiency so allow more
electricity to be produced than from the same number of previous models. Total combined output will be 530MW enough to
power up to 400,000 Victorian homes. The wind farm connects to the national electricity grid via the transmission line and
terminal station south of Lismore.
According to the company website, once completed it will provide employment for approx 20 people and bring an
estimated $ 21 m into the area annually. Visual impact is low and the effect on fauna and flora is minimal because the land is
already cleared and used for agriculture. This is a good area for wind power by world standards as it is close to the coast so
subject to the Roaring Forties so getsconsistent winds ( as anyone who has been
to Goldsmith in the winter will confirm Ed ) giving an expected Capacity Factor
of 35 % meaning that on average it will generate 35 % of its possible maximum .
( this is not bad for any sort of power station Coal or Hydro Ed ) . A further
advantage is that Stockyard hill will have better efficiency than existing
installations being later technology and having bigger and higher turbines.
Another things in favour of windfarms are the Energy used in construction is
low compared to other forms of power generation and very little once
established . Once up and running the land is mostly returned to agriculture and
the ongoing atmospheric pollution virtually zero ( This is definitely not the case
with brown coal. Ed )
There is plenty of info on the internet on this project and windpower in
general for those interested in more detailed. Ed
It is hard to comprehend the size of the 180 m windmills until you compare
them with the 6 containers at the base of this one and cars on the access
track. . This pic appeared on various internet sites
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( 1929-2022).

We sadly announce the passing of long time member Don Whalley.
He was a quiet man so very few of our members knew of his great achievements in life. He
grew up on a Tobacco farm in Myrtleford moving to Wangaratta with his mother and siblings in
1942 when his father enlisted in the army . Incidentally
the lane was subsequently named Whalley’s lane in
recognition of his fathers war service. Don attended
Wang Tech before going down to Caulfield to finish
off the last year of a Mechanical Engineering Diploma
as you did then .
Don had endless fun rolling round this worn out
tyre from his fathers ‘25 Chev . It’s gyroscopic
effect fascinated him leading to a passion for
aircraft . Photo supplied to Warwick in 2017
His first job was at Newport powerstation during which time he attended lectures
on power generation using turbines but after 5 years sought better employment and
ended up with a job with Vickers in England working on Rolls Royce jet engines.
During this time he studied gas turbine theory and nuclear physic at Derby Polytech.
On returning to Australia a couple of years later he joined the Aeronautical
Research Laboratories in research on running gas turbines on pulverized brown coal .
I remember being shown the project on a school visit there and being told how they
bought a Holden engine and automatic transmission as a starter motor for the gas
turbine , this greatly impressed me . Of course at that time I did not know Don but
years later, on mentioning this visit he, gave me his paper on the investigation . ( which failed because of blade erosion )
With his interest in turbines and aeroplanes , he had a pilots licence and joined the Department of Civil Aviation
airworthiness group specializing in powertrains . After further training including a stint in America he ended up with the
Australia Directorate of Air Safety Investigation and set up laboratories for determining the cause of accidents
Over the years he made significant contributions to air safety much of which was adopted locally and some around the world.
I remember one Social Meeting at MSTEC when he gave a presentation on the investigation of a fatal Viscount crash at
Port Headland and how his identification of the cause lead to the entire fleet, world wide, being grounded for cracks in the
wing spars after finding the missing bolt miles out in the bush before the crash site.
On retirement , in the 1990’s he became involved in erecting and restoring the large diesel engines at the Melbourne
Traction Engine Club at Scoresby. In latter years he has restored a 1928 Douglas Motorcycle and pursuing his interest in model
engineering.
Here leads another story At one stage young Adam Powell became interested in jet engines which of course attracted the
attention of Don . Seeing this interest Don brought alone a couple of his models he had made and demonstrated them running .
Little did Adam know he was toying with one of the best in the jet engine field such was Don’s modesty.
Don’s involvement down at our club was low key but never the less significant . Over the years he contributed quite a
number of articles for Steam Supreme mostly technical but with a rural life slant . He had space in the oil engine shed at our
Steam Museum where he kept a number of engines
sympathetically restored but never the less returned to
perfect working order . His favourite was his International
Harvester M type that he retrieved from the old Myrtleford
farm years after they left . Its most attention grabbling
feature was the large solid wood wheels he sliced from tree
trunks . I bet you never noticed but one is fitted with a
valve stem from an inflatable car tyre such is Don’s dry
sense of humour. Don generously donated most of his
engines to us over the last couple of years in particular an
Australian made Amphilon small air cooled 4 stroke , a
Wolseley , the International and most recently a 100 year
old Delco lighting plant in working order with battery and
globe panel. This is reminiscent of the one they had on the
tobacco farm in Myrtleford which he could not retrieve .
In honour of Don this engine has just been moved to a
prominent position in Bay 3 Diesel section .
Warwick Bryce
Acknowledgements
Linda Whalley Don’s daughter . Steam Supreme Don's
articles. Moorabbin Air Museum .
Don’s International engine donated to
MSTEC
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Home Lighting Plant Don Whalley's 101 year old Delco
plant, he donated to the club, is now on display in bay 3 . He
remembered a similar one from his boyhood days that his father
acquired from the Whorouly Garage after they got the power on .
Finding it scrapped on a return visit to the old farm he recreated it
from parts from the Berwick swap meet. Warwick photo

Cylinder Boring Bars

The club has recently been donated a
couple of cylinder boring machines. These are used for reboring the
cylinders of an engine when they have become worn to such an extent that
the pistons rings can no longer seal against the compression resulting in loss
of power, hard starting and high oil consumption..
The device is mounted on the top of the cylinder block and a rotating
cutter slowly machines away the worn surface as it automatically feed down
producing a perfectly straight and round surface. It is then honed to give the
required cross hatch surface finish .Of course new oversize pistons and rings
must then be fitted to match . These unusually come in increments of .020 “
up to .060 “ therefore allowing an engine to be reconditioned several times
but reboring is not done much these days because modern engines usually
last the life of a car .
The small bar is a Warren & Brown made locally by Repco and the
larger one an American Storm .
Unfortunately most of the small fittings are missing but for infrequent
work we could make up a cutter and some clamps and use a dial indicator for
centering to get the job done.
Club member John Mills with his extensive engine reconditioning experience adds the following information on their use :- I see the portable boring bars, the small one is for use on small cylinders such as motor mowers and motor bikes . In
the case of removable cylinder barrels the machine would have been mounted on a stand with a flat top that has a hole in it
and clamped down firmly.
The cylinder barrel would be mounted in a fixture under the plate below the bar
and held by 2 studs and a clamp with large knurled nuts .
The boring spindle itself uses three radial pins which are expanded equally to
centralize it in the bore after it is wound down to a section of the cylinder that is not worn.
The fixture holding the cylinder barrel is then tightened up in
position . The boring bar centralizing pins are then retracted
and the spindle wound back up and the cutter set to the new
diameter using a special micrometer ( which we do not have
web pic
but could cobble up) . The size can be checked by taking a
short cut at the top of the bore above the ring travel with
inside callipers if a mike is too big get in. Half to 1 thou is
left for honing .001 could be hard to get out with a fine
hone .
The hone which came with the machine is a very good one
fore the sizes that the bar is for. The boring tool would be
lapped in a fixture at the top of the machine,to sharpen it but
it’s pin etc does not appear to be there. John Mills
The other bar there seams to be a small size too
and
could have been used for small car engine
web pic
cylinders by clamping it directly to the top surface of the
block.( Beware the top of the block is not always square Ed )
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Railway Ballast

There has been much talk
Wheel
around the club lately of the terrific work being done
on attending to the ballast on our little railway . As a
Rail
result it is thought that it would be worthwhile going
over the basics of what the ballast is for.
Sleeper
Ballast is a layer of small crushed stones packed
Ballast bed
under and around the railway sleepers to bear the
weight of the train .
The stones must be irregular with sharp edges and a
suitable size to ensure they lock together properly to
Subgrade Track Formation
stay in place. We use crushed 14 mm quarry stone or
aggregate to support the sleepers .
• It provides a levelled bed on which to lay the railway sleepers when assembling the track.
• It transfers and distributes the concentrated load imposed by the sleepers uniformly over a wide area of the subgrade so the
track does not subside.
• It holds the sleepers in a firm position while the trains pass
by.
• It prevents the longitudinal and lateral movement of sleepers.
• It offers good drainage to the track so the top of the formation
does not get soft in winter
• Cushions and quietens the train ride ( note how harsh the
train gets on the level crossing )
.Subgrade layer is the of material immediately below the ballast
and is usually gravel that has been graded and compacted during
the building of the formation .
An elastic mat is sometimes placed between the subgrade and
ballast to stop the materials mixing due to vibration.
It is obvious that without ballast the load of the train
passing over the sleeper would cause the sleepers to sink into the
ground causing the track to subside unevenly effecting the stability of the train
So the ballast layer must be of sufficient thickness to spread the load of the sleepers over a larger area so the softer soil of the
formation can bear the weight of the train . Much of the track work has been increasing the thickness of the ballast and
removing lumps of clay and old sleepers from the subgrade.

Help Needed with Train Running
Disappointingly there has been no response so Rob Worland makes the following points to the Committee.:— Train Revenue Now bringing in a lot of money, already this years takings are equal to the full years takings of our best
ever previous full year,. Total takings are projected to be $25,000 by the end of this year.
-– Train running Many members have joined the club then found it difficult to have a sense of participation in club
activities. The passenger trains are ideal for gaining a sense of participation, requiring no formal background in heritage
machinery conservation. For the those helping with running the train there is the satisfaction of having entertained the public
and added to club revenue.
Can this need for help be again be presented to the members, in Steam Supreme and at Social Meetings?
There is an increased workload for rostered train crews, related to the increase in passenger
numbers. The increased number of children’s parties also adds to the list of duties for train crews.
1. There is still one vacancy on the roster, from the large loss of crews a few years back. Michael Stapmanns has kindly
continued to cover that vacancy, but it is time to find someone else.
2. Sometimes crews need extra help, particularly when more passengers are expected for
an event, or when one large or two small groups are booked. The proposal is to have a
small pool of members who can be called on to be the third crew member when required.
3. On the last Sunday of each month some of the regular train crews are currently not
available. If any members on site can spare an hour to help this would be appreciated. ( no
need to be anything to do with the regular rail gang , just wander over and put your hand
up to help collect tickets , wave a flag and open and shut platform gates etc) Ed.
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Local Steamers lead the grand parade . Ethel , Dave Mickle's Yorkshire wagon , follows up behind ( far left ).

Heyfield is always a good rally and this year was no exception .
One of the appeals is that it is nothing like our rally in fact the exact opposite . It is held on the recreational
grounds at Heyfield so everything has to be brought in for the weekend and taken away again so exhibits tend to be
of a moveable nature unlike much of our machinery that is permanently mounted so the nature of the machinery
displayed is different . Also it represents a number of clubs each with their own special interest making for a
diverse and extensive range of exhibits . For example a major feature is the tractor pull that is an event in itself with
various classes being hotly contended for trophies., something that you will not get in the city. Then there is the
very large and varied range of historic Commercial vehicles . For those living in the country it is much easier to own
one and you would have had a greater exposure to this type of vehicle when growing up such as one on the farm , a
local delivery truck or watching the log trucks go past the school window, during spelling lessons. I think country
people have much more affinity for things mechanical being much more part of their life and having to keep them
going and not being afraid of getting their hands dirty. All this makes for a wonderful rally that us like minded
people , now stuck in the city, can really enjoy.
Robert Jones and Peter Jackman
loading Dave Mickle’s old steam
wagon onto Rob’s semi for the trip
to the Heyfield rally .
Dave had a long association with
the Heyfield boys with a number
of them getting traction engines
and rollers from Dave for
restoration.
In recognition the steam road run
from Glenmaggie to Heyfield was
dedicated to Dave’s memory.
Warwick Photo . All other photo
Peter Lynch
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A diverse range of commercial vehicles from Farm trucks ,
tradesman's vehicle, interstate transport, heavy utes and
vans .
If you live in the country it is not hard to hang onto that car
from the 50 / 60‘s or find a similar one to do up.

Heyfield is a major
2 day event on the
Vintage Trator Pull
calendar having a
number of clubs in
the surounding
districts .
On the sled is an
Australian made
Chamberlain with
it’s 3 cylinder 2
stroke General
motors Diesel
engine.
Chamberlains
identified a
powerfull engine , large range of gears and big enough fuel tank to run all day as a requirement of Australian farmers .

Hydraulic Testing the Willans Air Start
plumbing .
Our Hydraulic press hand pump can easily
achieve and hold 2,000 psi .

